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The introduction of the World Wide Web in 1990 has dramatically fueled the rising
popularity of the Internet, and courts have increasingly been called upon to address
traditional intellectual property causes of action in this new medium. While courts and
commentators n1

[*244] have thoroughly addressed the intellectual property issues surrounding the use of
Internet domain names, n2 few have focused on the intellectual property issues
implicated by other basic features of the Internet.
In particular, associational tools such as hyperlinks, n3 framing and meta-tags can
have a significant impact on intellectual property rights. After a brief historical
perspective and explanation of terms, this article provides an overview of the areas of
intellectual property law implicated by these associational tools, an analysis of cases and
controversies in these areas, and practical recommendations for avoiding similar conflicts
in the future.
I. Historical Perspective and Explanation of Terms
The Web has experienced dramatic growth in recent years, and has transformed the
Internet from a primarily passive environment used for email, newsgroups and mailing
lists, to an interactive, user- enabled universe filled with vast amounts of information.
The effect of the Web on the Internet has become so overwhelming that, to many, the
Web and the Internet are mistakenly considered to be coextensive. The individual bearers
of the extensive amounts of information on the Web are called Web sites. A Web site
may consist of several individual Web pages, each containing text, graphics, and
hyperlinks connecting the pages together. The number of Web sites has grown at a
phenomenal rate, as shown by the following chart: n4
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[SEE FIGURE IN ORIGINAL]
This Web site "boom" can be attributed, in part, to a relatively new appreciation for
the potential commercial value of the Web and a widespread desire to reach the evergrowing audience of this new medium. Accompanying the growth of the Web, however,
is a growing problem of locating desiredresources. The magnitude of this problem
becomes clearer upon reflecting that each of the 1,269,800 Web sites tallied in August of
1997 may have several associated Web pages of information. Assuming a conservative
average of three Web pages per Web site, there are at least 3,809,400 Web pages from
which to select information.
Given the vast amount of available information, there is a great need for efficient
methods of associating Web pages with each other. Hyperlinks, frames, and meta-tags are
just a few of the associational tools currently available. Unfortunately, in addition to their
usefulness, these tools are able to adversely affect intellectual property rights through, for
example, trademark infringement, trademark dilution, unfair competition and copyright
infringement. However, before engaging in legal analysis, it is important to have a basic
understanding of how these tools work.
A Web page is constructed using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), a basic text
coding technique which provides display instructions to a Web browser program viewing
the file which generates the particular Web page. Through these codes or "tags," a Web
browser is instructed where to implement new paragraphs, line breaks, bolded letters, and
other display attributes which determine the way a document is presented to the viewer.
Without HTML, a Web browser would display plain text in a continuous block without
organization. Although HTML tags are hidden from normal view, most Web browsers
enable users to
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generate a given Web page.
One particular type of HTML tag is the hyperlink, often represented as bolded or
underlined text, or as an image. By "clicking" a mouse or other pointing device on a
hyperlink, the contents of another Web page referenced by the hyperlink are then
displayed by the Web browser. This "jump" to another Web page is the essence of the
Web. Hyperlinking enables a Web surfer to connect to other Web pages and retrieve
information within seconds and without having to perform new searches or other
complex tasks. The extensive use of these interconnections between Web pages is why
the medium is termed a "web." A Web page can contain as many or as few hyperlinks as
the creator wishes. These branching mechanisms may reference Web pages both within
and outside of the Web site, though it is primarily the linking to outside Web pages which
raises intellectual property questions.
Related to hyperlinking, "framing" is an associational tool that provides a means for
dividing a Web site into separate windows, with optional scroll bars and borders. Each
window is displayed in a separate portion of the Web browser screen and functions
independently to display an individual Web page. In most instances, each Web page is
interlinked by the use of hyperlinks within the framed site, allowing for user interaction
without leaving the original framed site or opening a new screen. A user can choose from
different topics within one of the individual framed pages within the site by clicking on a
hyperlink on one of the framed pages which, in turn, opens a linked Web page within one
of the framed portions of the Web site. When used properly, frames can make a viewer's
time on a Web page significantly more productive.
Search engines also function to organize information on the Web and help users
locate information. Web users utilize search engines such as Yahoo!, n5 Webcrawler,
n6 HotBot, n7 Alta Vista, n8 Infoseek, n9 and Lycos, n10 to locate Web sites that
match their particular interest. Like any typical computerized searching mechanism, a
user types a keyword query into the search engine, and the program searches its database
and returns a list of results. The results returned by search engine programs are a list of
hyperlinks to related Web pages. The design of each of these immense
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however, use a specific kind of software, usually called a spider or crawler, to gather the
addresses of Web pages available on the Internet. These programs, in turn, index text on
the Web pages, thereby enabling the search engines to associate a user's keyword query
with the indexed Web pages.
In addition to analyzing the displayed text, the titles and the addresses of Web pages,
search engines make particular use of meta-tag keywords. Meta-tag keywords consist of
text coding which is hidden from normal view and located within a specially designated
portion of the HTML code which generates the Web page. Web page designers use this
hidden HTML code to designate keywords which are communicated to search engine
software. This is an important associational tool for the Web page designer since search
engines are often unable to properly index a particular Web page based on the text of the
page. In its cooperation with a search engine, a meta-tag keyword may be thought of as a
"pre- hyperlink" since a hyperlink is often created by a search engine in a search results
phase when a user performs a search using that keyword. Unfortunately, uses of
trademarks in ways which cause search engines to improperly associate Web pages with
those trademarks have created allegations of intellectual property violations.
The development of these associational tools has made the Web an even more
valuable and efficient resource by logically associating related information. However, as
with any new technology, new rules and regulations are never far behind, and the
developing law must carefully balance the power and efficiency of these new tools with
their potential impact upon intellectual property rights.
II. Overview of Applicable Law
The following is an overview of the basic areas of intellectual property law that are
relevant to any analysis of associational Internet mechanisms, such as hyperlinks, frames
and meta-tags.
A. Federal Trademark Infringement and Unfair Competition
To prove trademark infringement under federal law, n11 a plaintiff must show that
the defendant's use of his or her federally registered mark is likely to cause an appreciable
number of customers to be confused as to
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considered a number of different factors in determining whether the defendant's use is
likely to cause confusion with the plaintiff's mark. Each of the United States Courts of
Appeals has devised its own variation of a list of factors to be considered in determining
whether there is the requisite likelihood of confusion for trademark infringement. n13 In
comparing two marks to evaluate likelihood of confusion, commonly examined factors
include strength of the conflicting marks, degree of similarity between the marks,
proximity of the goods or services, the junior user's good faith in choosing its marks and
the sophistication of the purchasers. n14
When considering the likelihood of confusion requirement it should be noted that, in
addition to "point-of-sale" confusion, "pre-sale" confusion, n15 and "post-sale"
confusion n16 are actionable. Point-of-sale confusion can be described as confusion of
the purchaser as to the services or goods at the time of purchase. Pre-sale confusion
occurs when an infringing use is likely to attract potential customers based on the
reputation of the owner of the mark. Post-sale confusion occurs when the public, viewing
the purchased goods or services, associates a defendant's goods or services with the
plaintiff, regardless of whether the purchaser was confused. n17 Hyperlinking and metatag cases illustrate the importance of recognizing confusion that may occur at times other
than at the point of sale. For example, when using trademarks as keywords with a search
engine, a consumer may be initially confused by the results returned by the search
engine; however the confusion may be quickly dispelled by clicking on a returned
hyperlink and arriving at the "wrong" Web page, or by simply scanning descriptions of
the returned results. In this example, it is not clear that the consumer was confused at the
"point of sale," and the recognition of confusion at other times is therefore important.
Regarding pre-sale confusion, in Blockbuster Entertainment v. Laylco the court stated
"[t]he fact that a customer would recognize that
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store is unimportant. The critical issue is the degree to which Video Busters might attract
potential customers based on the similarity to the Blockbuster name." n18 The case of
Jeff Foxworthy v. Custom Tees, Inc. specifically addresses the distinction in types of
confusion, stating "the fact that [the customer] was not 'actually' confused at the point of
sale does not change the likelihood that others would associate defendant's [goods] with
plaintiff, whether at the point of sale or in the public after sale." n19 The eleventh circuit
has also commented on this matter in the case of United States v. Torkington, n20 where
it stated that the question is whether the public, not the purchaser alone, would be
confused by the use of the mark. n21 These cases suggest that courts may look to postsale confusion in considering a likelihood of confusion as well as point-of-sale confusion.
B. Federal Unfair Competition
A federal cause of action for unfair competition derives from 15 U.S.C.
1125(a), commonly known as section 43(a) of the Lanham Act. Different categories
of federal unfair competition exist under the Lanham Act including passing off n22 and
false advertising. n23 The Lanham Act's prohibition against passing off specifically
prohibits a person from using a "false or misleading description of fact, or false or
misleading representation of fact" in commerce, which "is likely to cause confusion, or to
cause mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association of such
person with another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of his or her
goods, services, or commercial activities by another person . . .." n24 This provision
provides a cause of action for unfair competition even though the plaintiff's goods are not
the subject of federal registrations. n25 This is particularly important where
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term is not eligible for trademark protection, a plaintiff using a generic term will not be
protected by trademark law; n26 however, the court may enjoin an infringer from
passing itself off as the plaintiff or from passing its product off as the plaintiff's. n27
The requirements for a passing off claim for federal unfair competition are: (1) an
association of origin by the consumer between the mark and the first user, and (2) a
likelihood of consumer confusion when the mark is applied to the second user's good.
n28 Unlike a common law cause of action for passing off which requires either fraud or a
distinctive mark or tradename, a federal claim for passing off encompasses a broader area
of unfair competition which may be generally described as a misappropriation of the
skill, expenditures, and labor of another. n29 Therefore, when most courts speak of
"passing off" as a species of federal unfair competition they are referring to passing off
without the element of fraud. n30
Also relevant to Internet-based intellectual property analysis is the Lanham Act's
prohibition against false advertising. n31 This section specifically prohibits a person
from using a "false or misleading description of fact, or false or misleading representation
of fact [in] commercial advertising or promotion [which] misrepresents the nature,
characteristics, qualities, or geographic origin of his or her or another person's goods,
services or commercial activities . . .." n32
To establish a cause of action for false advertising under the Lanham Act, the plaintiff
must show that the challenged statement is literally false or, even though the statement is
not literally false, that it is likely to deceive or confuse customers. n33 In addition to this
first showing, the plaintiff must also show that the defendant's false or misleading
representation was material in the sense that it would have some effect
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requirement helps prevent frivolous claims by ensuring that the plaintiff's cause of action
for federal false advertising is properly based on a likelihood of being damaged by the
defendant's representations.
The types of unfair competition encompassed by the Lanham Act are related and
often have overlapping requirements; however a finding that the use of a phrase or word
does not constitute passing off does not absolve the users of the phrase or word from
other forms of unfair competition such as false advertising. n35 In fact, as has been
demonstrated, the two are separate causes of action. n36 Therefore, failing to succeed on
a cause of action under section 1125(a)(1)(A), which requires a likelihood of confusion,
will not defeat a cause of action under section 1125(a)(1)(B), which has no such
requirement.
C. Federal Dilution
On January 16, 1996, the Lanham Act was amended to provide for a trademark
dilution claim. n37 15 U.S.C.
1127 defines dilution as
the lessening of the capacity of a famous mark to identify and distinguish goods or
services, regardless of the presence or absence of (1) competition between the owner of
the famous mark and other parties, or (2) likelihood of confusion, mistake, or deception.
In a federal dilution action, a plaintiff bears the burden of proving (1) that it owns a
famous mark, and (2) that defendant's mark dilutes the famous mark.
Though directed at preventing the erosion of a famous mark's capacity to distinguish
goods and services, the Lanham Act does not specify how dilution occurs or how it may
be detected and measured. State dilution statutes do, however, shed some light on this
unsettled area of the law. Courts applying state dilution statutes recognize that dilution
occurs in two ways: (1) when a junior mark causes "tarnishment" of the famous mark and
(2) when the use of the junior mark causes "blurring" of the famous mark's power to
identify and distinguish goods and services. n38
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Dilution through tarnishment may occur when an accused junior mark is used on
unwholesome or inferior goods or services that may create a negative association with the
goods or services covered by the famous mark. n39 An example of tarnishment might
be a sign saying "Just smoke it," underscored by a marijuana cigarette in the shape of a
"swoosh, " the well known sign and slogan of Nike's "Just do it" campaign.
In contrast to tarnishment, the blurring theory of dilution focuses on the activities of a
junior user which diminish the distinguishing and identifying power of a famous mark.
The case of Panavision Intern., L.P. v. Toeppen states that blurring "involves a whittling
away' of the selling power and value of a trademark by unauthorized use of the mark."
n40 In this way, the use of the junior mark diminishes the power of the famous mark to
quickly call to mind and distinguish the goods or services associated with that mark.
Although confusion is specifically excluded from the dilution inquiry by
1127 of the Act, the concept of confusion is related to the definition of blurring. The
case of Ringling Bros. v. Utah Division of Travel n41 sheds some light on the
relationship of confusion to blurring and the reason for its exclusion from the dilution
inquiry. The court stated that the Lanham Act is concerned with protecting customers
from "source confusion." n42 The Lanham Act seeks to prevent consumers who see the
junior mark from believing that the goods or services bearing the mark are in some way
affiliated with the owner of the senior mark. n43 This type of source confusion is not a
consideration when performing a dilution inquiry. n44 Rather, the focus of dilution is
upon protecting the property interest vested in the owner of the famous mark. n45 The
protection of famous marks against blurring prevents individuals who see the junior mark
and the famous senior mark from associating the two, thereby diluting the power of the
famous mark to "identify and distinguish" its goods or services. n46 This association,
which may be
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marks are so great that a link between the marks is formed which makes the famous mark
call to mind the junior mark, or the goods or services of the junior mark. n47 A finding
that this type of injury has occurred does not, in a strict logical sense, depend upon the
presence of the source confusion which is a primary focus of the Lanham Act.
The Federal Trademark Dilution Act also provides an effective means of defense
against a dilution claim. First, the Act has addressed the commercial use issue by stating
in section 1125(c)(4)(B) that the non-commercial use of a mark shall not be actionable
under the anti-dilution provision of the Act. Second, the Act also states in section
1125(c)(3) that the Federal Dilution Act preempts any state dilution action if a defendant
has a federal trademark registration.
D. Copyright Infringement
Copyright law confers five exclusive rights upon the owner of a copyrighted work:
(1) the right to reproduce the copyrighted work; (2) the right to prepare derivative works
based on the copyrighted work; (3) the right to distribute copies or phonorecords of the
copyrighted work to the public; (4) the right to perform the work publicly; and (5) the
right to display the copyrighted work publicly. n48 The violation of any of these rights
may constitute an actionable infringement. To prove copyright infringement, a plaintiff
must establish the ownership of a valid copyright and that one of the previously
mentioned rights has been infringed. n49
To infringe upon the owner's exclusive right to reproduce, it is not a necessary
requirement that the defendant have made an exact copy of the copyrighted work. Courts
have used the phrase "substantial similarity" to define the level of similarity that is
necessary, along with a valid copyright, to establish copyright infringement. n50
Copyright law does not protect ideas alone, but rather the expression of ideas, and the
accused work must therefore be substantially similar both in idea and in expression to the
copyrighted work. n51 The means used to reproduce a
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work must have been copied from the original copyrighted work and not have been the
product of independent coincidental effort, or there is no infringement of the exclusive
rights conferred by law upon the owner. n52
In addition to the right to reproduce the copyrighted work, the copyright owner has
the exclusive right to prepare derivative works based on the copyrighted work. n53 A
derivative work is defined in 17 U.S.C.
101 as:
a work based upon one or more preexisting works, such as a translation, musical
arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art
reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which a work may be
recast, transformed, or adapted. A work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations,
elaborations, or other modifications which, as a whole, represent an original work of
authorship, is a "derivative work." n54
For a work to be considered a derivative work the work must first contain originality
and second, be made lawfully as described under 17 U.S.C.
103(a). n55 The term "lawfully" refers to permission granted by the true copyright
owner. Therefore, one who is found to have derived a work from a copyrighted work
would be liable for infringement if the derivation was made without the owner's
permission. The standard which courts have used in determining the amount of
originality needed for a work to be considered a derivative work has been that the
derivative work must make a variation on an underlying work that is considered more
than "merely trivial." n56 If the level of originality is considered more than "merely
trivial" and the person seeking a copyright has lawfully received permission to create the
derivative work, the author of the adaptation will be entitled to his or her own derivative
copyright which will be separate from the copyright contained in the underlining work.
n57 The level of originality required does vary among the United States Courts of
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of the Web.
E. State Unfair Competition
Unfair competition on the state level is a term that encompasses many different
theories of immoral behavior in the marketplace. State laws of unfair competition are
intended to prevent improper behavior which injures the reputation and good will of
another business. Like many other areas of the law, the law of unfair competition
continues to grow, providing solutions for practically any new form of marketplace
misconduct. Of the many areas covered by this body of law, the state law doctrines of
misappropriation, passing off and dilution are the three most relevant to the regulation of
the Web.
1. Misappropriation
Misappropriation is a common law form of unfair competition created by courts. In a
misappropriation claim, a defendant is accused of copying or appropriating a plaintiff's
creation that is not protected by trademark, copyright or patent law. For a typical
misappropriation claim to be successful, a plaintiff must prove three different factors: (1)
that the plaintiff has made a substantial investment of time, effort, and money in creating
the thing misappropriated, such that the court can characterize that "thing" as a kind of
property right; (2) the defendant has appropriated the "thing" at little or no cost, such that
the court can characterize the defendant's actions as "reaping where it has not sown;" and
(3) the defendant's acts have injured the plaintiff, such as by a direct diversion of profits
from the plaintiff to the defendant or a loss of royalties that the plaintiff charges to others
to use the thing misappropriated. n58
Since the misappropriation cause of action is broadly tailored, plaintiffs commonly
incorporate this cause of action into their infringement claims. This is particularly due to
the fact that misappropriation claims are not restrictive in nature, unlike trademark
infringement claims wherein courts are continuously adding restrictions. However,
certain applications of a misappropriation cause of action fail in light of federal
preemption challenges. n59
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2. Passing Off
Passing off is the oldest of all the unfair competition theories. n60 Basically, passing
off occurs when a defendant is making a form of false representation that causes
consumers to believe that the defendant's goods or services come from the plaintiff. n61
To prove passing off a plaintiff must first show that a defendant is duplicating or
simulating the plaintiff's distinctive mark. n62 This mark must be inherently distinctive
or have acquired secondary meaning for this cause of action to be supported. n63
Secondly, the plaintiff must demonstrate that the duplication or simulation which is
performed by the defendant's goods or services caused a likelihood of consumer
confusion about the source of the goods or services of the plaintiff. n64
Additionally, in an action for unfair competition due to passing off, wrongful intent to
confuse is not required. In fact, the only time wrongful intent may be required is if the
plaintiff cannot prove that he or she has an inherently distinctive mark or that the mark
has acquired secondary meaning. n65
3. State Dilution
Dilution provides a cause of action in areas of unfair competition not covered by the
passing off doctrine. n66 The dilution doctrine has now been codified in the statutes of a
majority of states. n67 Each of these states has adopted a version of the Model State
Trademark Act, which states in
12:
Likelihood of injury to business reputation or of dilution of the distinctive quality of a
mark registered under this Act, or a mark valid at common law, or a
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notwithstanding the absence of competition between the parties or the absence of
confusion as to the source of goods or services. n68
In 1992 a revision was made to the state Model Bill which provided that a mark must
be famous. The Bill also provided for a seven-part list of factors to be used in
determining whether a mark is famous. n69 Furthermore, the 1992 version of the Model
State Trademark Bill also defined dilution as "the lessening of the capacity of a mark to
identify and distinguish goods or services, regardless of the presence or absence of (a)
competition between the parties, or (b) likelihood of confusion, mistake or deception."
n70
While many states have adopted their own form of trademark dilution law, state
dilution generally requires that a mark be distinctive and that the defendant's mark is
likely to dilute the plaintiff's mark. This dilution occurs in either of two ways: (1) when a
junior mark causes "tarnishment" of the famous mark and (2) when the use of the junior
mark causes "blurring" of the famous mark's power to identify and distinguish goods and
services. n71
While the Federal Trademark Dilution Act is derived from state causes of action for
dilution, there are differences between the two. First, the Federal Trademark Dilution Act
specifies that the mark in question must be a famous mark. In fact, the Act specifically
states that in determining whether a mark is distinctive and famous a court may consider
any of the factors mentioned in section 1125(c). n72 In comparison, a state cause of
action for dilution requires that a mark be distinctive. n73 Second, while a state cause of
action requires that a plaintiff prove a likelihood of dilution of its trademark, as specified
above in the Model State Trademark Act, the Federal Trademark Dilution Act requires
that the plaintiff prove that the defendant's use caused dilution of its mark. n74 These
differences show that a tougher burden of proof is faced by a plaintiff bringing a federal
trademark dilution cause of action as opposed to a state claim.
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It should be noted that the First Amendment may provide an effective means of
defense against a dilution claim. In L.L. Bean v. Drake Publishers, n75 the First Circuit
held that First Amendment considerations provide a limitation to a cause of action for
dilution in a case in which the defendant has made a non-commercial use of the plaintiff's
mark.. n76 The reasoning for this limitation is that if the owner of a mark is given the
power to restrict the usage of its mark in a non- commercial atmosphere, this will directly
conflict with the free speech and communication of ideas. n77 However, commercial
use or speech has been shown to be less important than other types of usage, thereby
justifying more stringent regulation. n78
F. Fair Use
Fair use is a defense to a cause of action for trademark or copyright infringement.
Different criteria are used in each of these intellectual property fields for finding a
defense of fair use.
1. Trademark Fair Use
While a trademark will protect a word which is used by a manufacturer or merchant
to identify goods and distinguish them from others, n79 trademark law will not prevent
the use of such a word in good faith with a primary purpose of describing a product or
service, and not to infringe the trademark resembled by it. n80 Several different factors
are
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infringing use or a fair use.
The first factor to be considered is the manner in which the word or mark is being
used by the defendant. n81 The only use of a word which will qualify as a fair use will
be a use that is not promoted in a trademark sense. n82 To determine whether such a use
is being promoted in a trademark sense, factors such as the visual placement, font size,
and prominence of the word are considered. n83 Since visual placement in a nonprominent area is not characteristic of trademark usage, such a finding would be
considered fair use. n84
The second factor to consider in deciding whether a use is a fair use is whether the
defendant is using the word or mark in good faith. n85 A showing of intentionally using
another's word or mark for the purpose of feeding upon the good will of that individual
will prompt a court toward finding a defendant's bad faith and therefore, lack of fair use.
n86
The final factor to consider in determining whether a trademark use is a fair use is
whether the use of the word or mark is likely to confuse consumers. n87 A finding by
the courts that a defendant's use of a word or mark is likely to cause confusion will most
likely hinder the court from also considering the use a fair use and lead to a finding of
infringement. n88
2. Copyright Fair Use
A fair use defense also exists in copyright law, creating limitations on the exclusive
rights enjoyed by owners of protected works. In considering whether a fair use defense
exists, Congress supplied the courts with four factors to consider: the purpose and
character of the accused use; the nature of the copyrighted work; the importance of the
portion
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use on the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work. n89 These factors of
any use are in no way definitive, but instead act as factors that are to be balanced in
equity by a court. n90 The Supreme Court hinted as to the strengt h of individual factors
in Harper & Row Publishers v. Nation Enterprises, observing that the fourth factor, the
effect of the accused use on the potential market or value of the copyrighted work, was
"undoubtedly the single most important element of fair use." n91
In reference to the second factor, the nature of the copyrighted work, Congress added
a final sentence to 17 U.S.C.
107 in 1992 stating that "[t]he fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a
finding of fair use if such finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors."
This addition shows Congress' concern as to the importance of published vs. unpublished
works. This importance can be seen, once again, by the Harper & Row case where the
court took into consideration whether the plaintiff's work was published or unpublished.
There the court stated, "[u]nder ordinary circumstances, the author's right to control the
first public appearance of his undisseminated expression will outweigh a claim of fair
use." n92 The logic behind this statement is that prepublication use is usually not seen
as a fair use since it contradicts the copyright author's vital right to be the first to publish
his or her work.
The third factor, the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work as a whole, takes into consideration exactly what portion of the
copyrighted work was used by the defendant and the value of this portion. For this factor
a court will usually consider whether the defendant's work copied a larger portion of the
plaintiff's work than is necessary to project the defendant's purpose. n93 If the amount
copied is substantially larger, a court will lean toward not finding fair use as a defense to
copyright infringement. n94
The final factor, the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the
copyrighted work, was determined to be the most important by the Harper & Row court.
n95 This factor takes into account
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market for her copyrighted work. One commonly known means for testing whether there
is in fact an effect on the plaintiff's market is whether both the plaintiff's and defendant's
works perform the same function. n96 When both works perform the same function a
court might find that a defendant's work may substitute for the plaintiff's work, thereby
affecting the plaintiff's market. Therefore, a finding that the defendant's work potentially
affects the plaintiff's market will weigh against a finding of fair use.
III. Judicial Review of Internet Activities
A. Hyperlinks
1. Ticketmaster
The currently pending case of Ticketmaster v. Microsoft addresses the implications of
hyperlinking without permission. n97 Ticketmaster filed suit against Microsoft for
improperly using Ticketmaster's name and logo on a Microsoft Web site, "Seattle
Sidewalk." n98 The use of "deep" hyperlinks to specific pages within the Ticketmaster
Web site would allow a user of the Seattle Sidewalk Web site to bypass all policies,
service information and ads provided on the Ticketmaster homepage and go directly to
Ticketmaster's event listing to purchase tickets. This would not have happened if the
hyperlinks from Seattle Sidewalk had been "surface" hyperlinks directed to the
Ticketmaster homepage instead of to one of the subsidiary pages within the Web site.
Ticketmaster alleged that due to this direct linking which also used Ticketmaster
trademarks, Microsoft benefited from Ticketmaster's trademarks and name. n99
One interesting note in the history of this case is that before the suit began, the
companies were in negotiations for having hyperlinks from the Sidewalk Web site to the
Ticketmaster site, perhaps suggesting Microsoft was concerned about the legal bases for
their intentions. After the negotiations failed, Microsoft established the links anyway.
n100 In
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Complaint to more specifically reference deep linking, creating an inference that
Ticketmaster suspects that merely linking to a homepage may not be actionable.
Specifically, the new language in the First Amended Complaint stated, "Some of Seattle
Sidewalk's links have circumvented the beginning pages of Ticketmaster's Web site,
which display advertisements, products and services of entities with which Ticketmaster
contracts, and have linked directly to subsidiary pages of the Web site." n101 The
specific language affirms the theory stated above.
Specifically, Ticketmaster alleged numerous claims against Microsoft including the
following substantive claims for relief: dilution of Ticketmaster's trademarks under 15
U.S.C.
1125(c); falsely, deceptively and misleadingly representing its association,
connection or affiliation with Ticketmaster in violation of 15 U.S.C.
1125(a); unfair competition under the California Business & Professions Code
17200 et. seq.; false and misleading statements under California Business &
Professions Code
17500 et. seq.; and unfair competition and unfair business practices under California
common law. n102
In its Answer to Ticketmaster's complaint Microsoft admitted that Ticketmaster
requested it to alter the Seattle Sidewalk Web site to delete certain references to
Ticketmaster. n103 Microsoft's Answer further acknowledges that the two parties have a
dispute concerning Microsoft's right to publish facts that are publicly available and that
make it convenient for consumers to contact Ticketmaster's Web site. n104 However,
Microsoft denies, among other things, that they have wrongfully appropriated or misused
Ticketmaster's name or trademarks or engaged in unfair competition; that they have used
Ticketmaster's property or goodwill to sell any goods or services; or that they have
deprived Ticketmaster of favorable advertising business or opportunities. n105
In response to Ticketmaster's complaint, Microsoft raised eleven affirmative
defenses: (1) Assumption of the risk; (2) Estoppel; (3) Fair use; (4) Nominative fair use;
(5) Non-commercial use; (6) News
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Preemption; (10) Unclean hands; and (11) First Amendment. n106
Microsoft also filed a counterclaim for declaratory judgment pendant upon the
legality of hyperlinking. In the counterclaim Microsoft stated that a judicial determination
that it legally used Ticketmaster's URLs is needed in order to "remove any chill from the
free workings of the Internet." n107 This counterclaim seems to place a large and
realistic burden on the court since, according to the counterclaim, failing to recognize
Microsoft's use of hyperlinks as lawful would tend to place a stigma on hyperlinks in
general and on their legality. n108
Ticketmaster addressed Microsoft's counterclaim in a Reply, stating that their pending
action does not attack the use of hyperlinks in general, but instead, attacks Microsoft's
unauthorized use of "deep" hyperlinks to particular pages on Ticketmaster's Web site.
n109 Further, Ticketmaster states that this use is an unlawful use and misappropriation of
Ticketmaster's property for the commercial use and gain of Microsoft. n110
Additionally, Ticketmaster replies that this unlawful use has unfairly diluted, and is still
diluting, its marks and name, as well as diminishing the advertising revenue available to
Ticketmaster in return for an increase in Microsoft's advertising revenue. n111
2. Shetland Times
Since the Internet is, after all, a world-wide network, hyperlinking has not been an
issue addressed solely in the United States. The United Kingdom has dealt with this
matter in Shetland Times Ltd. v. Dr. Jonathan Wills and Zetnews Ltd. n112 In that case,
Lord Hamilton recently granted an interim interdict, similar to a U.S. preliminary
injunction, to stop the Shetland News from making free links to the Shetland Times
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carries local, national and international news, while the defendants provide a news
reporting service called The Shetland News. n113 Both parties created Web sites based
on their news reports.
The Shetland News Web site, however, contained a number of headlines which
served as hyperlinks to articles on the Shetland Times Web site. These hyperlinks
provided direct access (i.e., "deep" hyperlinks) to the corresponding text that was
published on the plaintiff's Web site without the user having to go through the plaintiff's
homepage. n114 The plaintiffs also planned to use advertising on their homepage as a
source of revenue, but due to the defendants' deep hyperlinks, such advertisements would
never be seen by visitors arriving through the defendants' site, leading to a potential loss
of revenue. In granting the interim interdict, Lord Hamilton apparently found that it was
crucial that all access to the substantive material on the plaintiff's Web site should be
obtained exclusively by accessing its Web site through the homepage (i.e., no "deep"
hyperlinking), and that there was no materiality to the defendants' defense that the
plaintiff was benefiting from its newspaper items being made more available to the public
by being disclosed on the defendants' Web site. n115
On November 11, 1997, both plaintiff and defendants agreed to an out-of-court
settlement. n116 The terms of the agreement stated that Shetland News would still be
able to link to stories that are on the Web site of Shetland Times by the use of headlines,
but they must make sure that: (1) each hyperlink that goes to one of Shetland Times'
stories uses the legend, "A Shetland Times Story," which must appear under the headline
and in the same size; (2) next to each headline there must be a button showing, "legibly,"
the Shetland Times' masterhead logo; and (3) these legends and buttons are to be
hyperlinks to the Shetland Times online headline page. n117
While both parties have agreed to the terms of the settlement, one can argue that Lord
Hamilton's granting of the interim interdict suggests that "deep" hyperlinking will not be
permitted. On the other hand, it is important to note that the basis for the decision was a
peculiar
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concern that has not been expressed in the United States. In addition, identical headlines
from Shetland Times articles were copied, to which the U.K. court attached copyright
protection. n119 Courts in the United States have been reluctant to extend copyright
protection to such types of short expressions.
3. ACLU
A much more important recent decision is American Civil Liberties Union of Georgia
v. Miller. n120 In that case, the plaintiffs brought an action for declaratory and
injunctive relief challenging the constitutionality of Georgia's "Internet Police" Law.
n121 On June 23, 1997, the district court enjoined enforcement of this state statute, a new
provision of Georgia's Computer Systems Protection Act that had taken effect on July 1,
1996. n122 While one state legislator criticized those who
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law did provide Georgia citizens additional protection for their trademarks, trade names,
seals, logos, and copyrighted symbols. Unfortunately, the statute was ultimately found to
have been worded too broadly to survive constitutional scrutiny. n124 More
importantly, however, in addition to the statute having been the first of its kind in the
country, this recent federal court decision may have a profound impact on the future of
intellectual property protection on the Internet.
The "Internet Police" law criminalized n125 the use of any trademark or similar
designation on the Internet in a manner that falsely implied that permission for such use
had been granted when such permission had not been obtained. Because of the vague
wording of the statute, it is unclear whether the statute covered the use of trademarks as
hyperlinks on the Web. Mere use of a trademark on a Web page may not imply
permission, but that implication arguably is strengthened when the trademark is presented
as a hyperlink to the trademark owner's Web page. If mere use of a trademark without a
disclaimer in some commercial contexts could be construed to create a likelihood of
confusion as to sponsorship, n126 the opportunity to "click" on the trademark and
instantly view the trademark owner's Web page may very well do the same, or even
imply permission. In addition, because of the broad wording of the statute, it appears to
criminalize the use of an e- mail address that fails to include the name of the owner of the
e-mail address.
The reasons surrounding the passage of the law are also vague. Representative Don
Parsons introduced the law as HB 1630 to prevent fraud and misleading information on
the Internet, especially with respect to trademarks and similar designations. n127
However, some wondered whether the statute was passed in the wake of growing
popularity for a conservative Web page maintained by Representative Mitchell Kaye
n128 that used the address "www.gahouse.com" and included the Georgia Seal and a
picture of the Capitol. Others suggested that the legislation was an attempt by BellSouth
to affect the outcome of a domain name dispute with the owner of an Internet directory
service at
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n130
Regardless of the reasons behind the legislation, there was a perceived negative
impact on the state's image as a leader in technology because of an apparent lack of
understanding of the Internet. The president of one high- tech Atlanta firm was prompted
to comment that "[t]he law is so poorly written it's obvious the author didn't understand
the Internet. I'm afraid Georgia will be viewed as a technological backwater." n131 In
response to the legislation, a diverse coalition of fourteen plaintiffs, including the ACLU,
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, State Representative Mitchell Kaye, and others, filed
suit in the United States District Court. n132 In this suit the plaintiffs argued that
enforcement should be enjoined because the statute violates constitutional protections of
free expression, association, access to information, and privacy, as well as being
substantially overbroad and unconstitutionally vague. In addition, because the statute
attempted to regulate interstate commerce occurring wholly outside the borders of the
State of Georgia, the plaintiffs argued that the statute was a violation of the Dormant
Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution. n133
According to the plaintiffs' brief in support of their motion for preliminary injunction,
the plaintiffs conceded that while the State may have an interest in laws that legitimately
secure intellectual property rights, "the State may not suppress protected expression
under the thin guise of protecting intellectual property." n134 Quoting one court, "It
offends the Constitution . . . to invoke [a state intellectual property statute] as a basis for
enjoining the noncommercial use of a trademark by
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also noted that there were already numerous other less restrictive civil and criminal
remedies to protect intellectual property. n136 Thus, it was argued that the Act's broad
restrictions were not narrowly tailored to serve any compelling state interest and were
simply content-based restrictions upon protected expression. n137
The plaintiffs also argued that the Act attempted to directly regulate commerce
occurring wholly outside the borders of the state of Georgia, and was thus per se invalid.
n138 According to the Dormant Commerce Clause of United States Constitution, n139
state authority is severely limited in areas which affect commerce occurring entirely
outside the state. n140 Apparently, if a prohibited message merely passed "through"
Georgia, the parties to the communication would have violated the law. n141 For
example, if a Web page maintained by one party in California were accessed by a second
party in New York, both parties are criminals under the Georgia statute if the data
happened to pass through Georgia. n142
The district court agreed that the statute was unconstitutional under the First
Amendment. n143 The cour t found that the statute was not narrowly tailored to achieve
fraud prevention because it "instead sweeps innocent, protected speech within its scope"
and "applies regardless of whether a speaker has any intent to deceive or whether
deception
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drafted with the precision necessary for laws regulating speech." n145
More importantly from a national perspective, however, is the court's treatment of the
hyperlinking issue. According to the court, a fair reading of the law, as written, is that it
prohibits the current use of Web page links. n146
The linking function requires publishers of Web pages to include symbols designating
other Web pages which may be of interest to a user. This means that an entity or person's
seal may appear on hundreds or thousands of other Web pages, just for the purpose of
enabling the linking system. The appearance of the seal, although completely innocuous,
would definitely "imply" to many users that permission for use had been obtained. n147
The court went on to state that the defendants had not articulated a compelling state
interest that would be furthered by restricting the linking function to avoid this
appearance of permission. n148
Thus, on one hand, the court clearly attached First Amendment importance to
hyperlinking, arguably creating a "right to link." On the other hand, however, the court
noted that hyperlinking would "imply" to many users that permission for a hyperlink had
been obtained. n149 Because such an "implication of permission" ordinarily would
result in a finding of infringement outside of the Internet context, n150 the Miller court's
opinion arguably suggests that the usual rules governing trademark infringement and
unfair competition actions may not apply with equal force where hyperlinks are
concerned.
Moreover, as the court correctly noted, protection against the infringement of
trademarks and service marks is available through a variety of causes of action under
both state and federal law other than those provided by the Georgia Act. Consequently, if
the "right" to link recognized by the Miller court is, in fact, grounded in the First
Amendment, the consequences of its recognition may extend far beyond the legislation
actually at issue in that case. Specifically, the First Amendment presumably would
restrict applications of those causes of
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their marks in the hyperlinking context subject to question.
This decision also affects the use of graphical images as hyperlinks, a practice many
may have considered wrong despite approving of plain text hyperlinks. While the
likelihood of confusion may be considered to be greater, many graphical images also
carry copyright protection. However, as noted above, the legislation also referred to
"copyrighted symbols," and the court discussed the widespread use of "symbols" and
"seals" in the Web's linking system. n152 Thus, this decision arguably includes
graphical image hyperlinks within this newly created "right to link." Furthermore, since
frames and search engine manipulation are logical extensions of the right to link, this
decision raises the implication that the First Ame ndment may also reach these particular
useful methods which are available to the Web page creator.
The Miller decision stands parallel to the recent U.S. Supreme Court decision in Reno
v. ACLU, n153 which generally focused on the importance of free speech on the
Internet. In this decision, portions of the federal Communications Decency Act (CDA)
were declared unconstitutional restrictions of free speech. n154 In a 7-2 decision written
by Justice Stevens, a thorough analysis illustrated how free speech would have been
adversely affected by the CDA. The Court opined that although the state had a
compelling interest in the protection of minors from pornographic and indecent material,
the CDA was overly vague. n155 Particularly of interest was the Court' s distinction
between commercial and non-commercial speech, wherein non-commercial speech is
deserving of a higher level of protection. n156 This would seem to suggest that standard
hyperlinking for non-commercial use will fall within the domain of this case while
hyperlinking for commercial use may not. In any case, the importance of First
Amendment issues is affirmatively portrayed by both the Reno v. ACLU case and the
ACLU v. Miller case.
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B. Frames: Total News
One recent dispute, Washington Post v. Total News, n157 caught the attention of
many Internet users. In Total News, the plaintiffs, Washington Post Co., Time Inc., Cable
News Network Inc., and Reuters New Media Inc., among others, brought multiple causes
of action against the defendants, Total News Inc. and other related parties. Included in
these causes of action were misappropriation, federal trademark dilution, trademark
infringement, false designation of origin, false representations and false advertising,
trademark infringement and unfair competition under state law, dilution under state law,
deceptive acts and practices, copyright infringement, and tortious interference. The
plaintiffs alleged that the defendants designed a parasitic Web site which, instead of
having its own material, simply republished the news and editorial content of Web sites
that already existed so as to unfairly attract advertisers and users. n158
The plaintiff's cause of action for misappropriation alleged that Total News had
unfairly misappropriated valuable commercial property that belonged to the plaintiffs by
causing the plaintiffs' Web sites to appear "within" one of the frames belonging to Total
News. n159 The plaintiffs also alleged that the defendants' conduct constituted
misappropriation and unfair competition under the common law of the State of New York
since the defendants' site took the entire commercial value of the material located on the
plaintiffs' site and sold it to others for the defendants' own profit. n160
In the federal trademark dilution cause of action the plaintiffs claimed they were in
possession of some of the "most famous trademarks used in interstate commerce in the
United States." n161 Plaintiffs alleged that the actions of the defendants diluted and
detracted from the distinctiveness of the plaintiffs' trademarks, causing damage to the
plaintiffs and the "business and goodwill" inherent in their trademarks. Therefore, the
plaintiffs alleged that the defendants were in violation of 15 U.S.C.
1125(c). n162
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Addressing the trademark infringement cause of action, the plaintiffs alleged that the
defendants' unauthorized use of their famous trademarks in connection with unauthorized
advertisements was likely to cause confusion and to deceive consumers as to the source
of origin of the advertisement which was in violation of
32 of the Lanham Act. n163
In another cause of action against the defendants for false designation of origin, false
representation and false advertising, the plaintiffs alleged that, by the defendants' using
the plaintiff's marks, they caused consumers to believe that the defendants were in some
way affiliated with the plaintiffs and therefore the defendants were making "false,
deceptive, and misleading statements." n164 These statements, in turn, constituted a
"false representation and false advertising" which was performed in connection with
services that were distributed in interstate commerce, therefore in violation of
43(a) of the Lanham Act. n165
In a separate cause of action, the plaintiffs alleged that the defendants' actions
regarding their Web site constituted trademark infringement and unfair competition in
violation of their rights under the common law of the State of New York and N.Y. Gen
Bus. Law
368-e. n166 The cause of action for dilution under state law alleged that the
defendants' actions were likely to "dilute and detract" from the characteristic
distinctiveness of the plaintiffs' trademarks, which would lead to damage upon the
plaintiffs and the business and goodwill of the plaintiffs' trademarks. n167 Therefore, it
was also alleged that the defendants were in violation of the New York Anti-dilution
Statute, N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law
368-d.
The plaintiffs further claimed that the acts of the defendants constituted deceptive acts
and practices in violation of N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law
349-350. n168
In the plaintiffs' cause of action for copyright infringement the plaintiffs alleged that
the defendants infringed the plaintiffs' copyrighted material by republishing the material
or by making it available to the public without first receiving permission to do so. By
doing this the plaintiffs claimed that the defendants were in violation of several of the
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106. n169
In the final cause of action for tortious interference, the plaintiffs alleged that the
defendants intentionally created a Web site to display third-party advertising material at
the same time "and in competition" with the advertising material located on the plaintiffs'
sites. n170 The plaintiffs alleged that the defendants made the plaintiffs' performance of
advertisement contracts they already possessed more burdensome. The plaintiffs also
alleged that this newly applied burden from the defendants interfered with previously
bargained for advertising space which was negotiated for between the plaintiffs and their
clients. n171
On the Total News Web site, activation of a hyperlink to an external site opened the
associated external page within one of the framed portions of the Total News homepage
while leaving the Total News logo, commercial advertisements and URL on the screen
surrounding the activated page. The plaintiffs claimed that this method of advertising was
the "Internet equivalent of pirating copyrighted material from famous newspapers,
magazines or television news programs," and that the defendants' page simply took parts
of competitive publications and used them for their own financial benefit. n172
While many observers were anxious for a court to address the various legal issues
presented by this conflict, Total News and the other defendants settled this controversy
n173 by agreeing to stop the framing of plaintiffs' Web sites. While being far from
conclusive, this settlement could suggest that hyperlinking in a framed arrangement could
be actionable under at least one of the legal claims asserted in the Total News complaint.
Interestingly, framing on the Total News Web site continued after the settlement. This
framing, however, is limited to sites belonging to those who were not a party in the
above- mentioned settlement, implying Total News believes it is doing nothing wrong.
The settlement also allows Total News to continue linking without framing, which they
currently are doing.
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C. Meta-tags
1. Playboy
In the first meta-tag case, Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. Calvin Designer Label, n174
the district court issued a preliminary injunction ordering the defendants to cease all use
of the plaintiff's registered trademarks in any fashion. In this case the defendant was
using the registered trademarks PLAYMATE and PLAYBOY as meta-tag keywords as
well as domain names on the Internet and on different Web pages within their sites at
Internet addresses "www.playboyxxx.com" and "www.playmatelive.com." n175
In response to Calvin's use of the Playboy trademarks, Playboy filed a motion seeking
a preliminary injunction for trademark infringement, unfair competition and dilution. In
granting Playboy's preliminary injunction, the court ruled that Playboy demonstrated a
sufficient (1) likelihood of success on the merits of its trademark infringement, unfair
competition and dilution claims, (2) showing of irreparable harm if they are not granted a
temporary restraining order pending hearing on their motion for a preliminary injunction,
(3) balance of hardships tipping in their favor, (4) and the absence of any public interest
factors that stand against the issuing of the relief sought by the motion. n176
In the court's order Calvin was preliminarily enjoined from, among other things:
using the Playboy and Playmate trademarks, any terms similar to these trademarks, or
any terms likely to cause confusion within meta-tags, domain names, or Web sites; using
the trademarks on their goods or services in a manner which is likely to create an
erroneous belief that the goods or services are authorized by Playboy; and engaging in
any activities which may cause a consumer to believe that the defendant's goods or
services are sponsored, authorized, licensed or authorized by the plaintiff. n177
Although this case seems to shed some light on the potential causes of action
concerned with search engines, the plaintiff's infringed marks were also being used as
domain names of the defendant's Web site; thus, this decision may not have been decided
solely because of meta-tags,
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as an issue of trademark infringement.
2. Insituform
In another recent case, Insituform Technologies, Inc. v. National EnviroTech Group,
n178 the issue of infringing meta-tag usage was once again addressed. Insituform filed a
motion for preliminary injunction on July 31, 1997, claiming trademark infringement and
unfair competition. In this case, National EnviroTech, a competitor of Insituform, placed
meta-tags within the HTML code for its Web site referencing Insituform's registered
trademarks INSITUFORM and INSITUPIPE. This designation would lead keyword
searches on search engines to return National's Web site as well as Insituform's, thereby
potentially showing an association between the Insituform and National Web sites.
On August 26, 1997, the court signed a final judgment on consent against the
defendant National Envirotech. n179 This final judgment was based on a settlement
agreement calling for National to delete Insituform's federally registered trademarks and
service marks INSITUFORM and/or INSITUPIPE from the meta-tag section of the
National Liner Web site, to submit or resubmit the National Liner Web site to different
Internet search engine companies, and in addition, to send a letter to each of these search
engine companies with a copy of the final judgment on consent and the plaintiff's
complaint.
Since this recent case was settled by consent agreement, it lacks the judicial direction
many Internet users presently seek regarding meta-tag usage. The defendants did,
however, agree to the removal of all meta-tag references which may signify either that
they feel there may in fact be a cause of action against this kind of meta-tag usage, or that
they simply did not wish to commence litigation in an area containing practically no
guidance from the courts.
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3. Oppedahl & Larson
In the most recent case addressing the use of meta-tags, Oppedahl & Larson v.
Advanced Concepts, n180 the plaintiff brought an action for federal unfair competition,
federal dilution, common law unfair competition, and common law trademark
infringement for the defendant's use of the plaintiff's trademark OPPEDAHL &
LARSON. n181 In filing the complaint Oppedahl stated that the defendant's Web sites
contained their trademark numerous times within meta-tags and that when a search report
was performed using the Altavista search engine, the defendant's Web pages were
returned as well as their own. n182 In fact, in the complaint, Oppedahl specifically
states that after viewing the returned URLs from the search engine, they noticed no
reference to their trademarks and instead were required to look at the "underlying source
document" to find the references to their mark. n183
Although the defendants have removed all references to Oppedahl & Larson on its
Web sites, since the civil action still proceeded, those seeking an answer to the relevance
of meta-tags in an infringement action may have some judicial guidance in the near
future.
IV. Defenses
Federal claims against hyperlinking, framing and meta-tagging including trademark
infringement, trademark dilution, and copyright infringement are often weak since many
hyperlinks do not use actual trademarks, the uses are not "commercial," the trademarks
are not "famous" (as required by the dilution statute), or an implied license arguably
exists in light of URL advertisement. Thus, state claims, which often involve less defined
areas of law, may have been more problematic for Total News and Microsoft.
While federal copyright preemption is certainly a defense to consider against state
law claims, n184 the recent case, American Libraries Association v. Pataki n185
directly addressed state regulation of the Internet.
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Act), a state Internet obscenity law, was unconstitutional because it unduly burdened
interstate commerce in violation of the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution. n186
The court stated that the New York Act represented an unconstitutional intrusion by one
state into interstate commerce (i.e., a "dormant commerce clause" violation) and granted
the plaintiffs a preliminary injunction enjoining enforcement of the Act. n187 The
decision specifically states that regulation of the Internet by separate states needs to be
cohesive, or users of the Internet will be lost in an array of differing state imposed laws.
With different state laws regulating the same Internet, a user would be forced to use the
Internet according to the state with the most restrictive regulations, a "lowest common
denominator" approach. n188 Therefore, the need for uniformity in this "unique sphere
of commerce" required that the New York law be stricken. n189 Thus, the federal
copyright preemption doctrine and the dormant commerce clause may offer fertile ground
for defending against state law claims.
Of particular interest in the Pataki decision was reference to regulation of interstate
commerce from BMW of North America, Inc. v. Gore. n190 "[W]hile Congress could
enact a law requiring full disclosure of every presale repair to an automobile, no single
state could impose such a policy nationwide by imposing economic sanctions aimed at
changing the conduct of a tortfeasor in other states." n191 This decision seems to imply
that a state law may be declared unconstitutional in its application under the dormant
commerce clause without requiring that the state law itself be declared unconstitutional.
V. Recommendations
With little concrete direction supplied by the courts and many new issues becoming
relevant in the use of associational tools on the Internet, one preventative measure against
a trademark or copyright claim is a common disclaimer. The disclaimer should state that
the Web site and owner of the Web site are not sponsored or affiliated with any
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constituting hyperlinks. Such a disclaimer can go far toward reducing the likelihood of
confusion. A statement expressing the hyperlink owner's willingness to remove a
hyperlink immediately upon request by the trademark owner may also be an effective
provision. This method may prevent an upset Web page owner from immediately filing
an infringement suit, instead requesting the removal of a hyperlink or meta-tag if they
find its use inappropriate. As well, disclaimers should be placed in an easily accessible
area and not hidden within the mass of information on a Web site.
Fortunately, with advancements in technology, one newly available means of
preventing an infringement suit from occurring is for the Web page owner to implement
Web page protecting software. One example of this useful software is Netscape Server's
software tools. These tools can be used to design a Web page to accept only those
universal resource locator requests originating at a specific address. All other URLs
which are referred to the Web page return only the "404 - file not found" message. n192
This mechanism greatly increases the Web page owner's control over his or her page. Of
course, this software is just the beginning and with time new software will become
available. One new system which has become available is SiteShield, which is a new
concept in Web content protection. SiteShield enables content providers to place
copyright-protected images on Web pages, while reduc ing the fear that they can easily be
stolen and re-used. Employing proprietary server-based technology, SiteShield allows
Webmasters to simply indicate which images or other content need protection. n193
Technology also poses other solutions by making it possible for a Web site owner to
implement the use of passwords and registration to stop access to any particular Web
page they choose. Another technological control is the use of dynamic Web pages that
have periodically changing URLs. Ticketmaster, for example, employs this method of
periodically changing URLs to ensure that Web users can only link to certain of their
Web pages.
Another potential solution to problems concerning hyperlinking may be to construct a
web-linking agreement. This recent solution has been vigorously opposed by many who
point out that one of the central purposes of the Web is to promote effortless linking to
different resources. A problem arises however, where, as previously described, a
hyperlink falsely suggests association with the host of a linked page, or incorporates
copyrighted or trademarked materials from the linked page
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agreement that specifically addresses the terms of the hyperlink would be valuable.
Potential defendants can also take some steps to avoid infringement suits and other
intellectual property disputes. A Web site owner can ask the individual who created their
Web site whether they have implemented any trademarks in designing the site.
Specifically, the owner should inquire as to whether any competitor marks have been
used as meta-tags, or have been invisibly embedded within any of the site's pages. Other
issues to consider are whether the site's framing techniques make improper use of any
competitive marks; and of course, whether competitor trademarks are visibly used on the
Web site.
VI. Conclusion
With the Web providing a new medium in the search for information it has also
opened a closet filled with new questions relating to traditional areas of intellectual
property. Recent case law has been slow in providing guidance to those unfamiliar, as
well as familiar, with these areas of intellectual property. Although Web users will have
to await better guidance from the courts, there are methods available to minimize liability
and the risk of being brought into court to defend an infringement suit.
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name articles include: Michael B. Landau, Problems Arising Out of the Use of
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